
Below are the pre-requisites for implementing the clustering in windows server. 
 
1)For two node active/active or active/passive clustering needs two physical servers or two VMs. 
 
2)Basically 4 network adapters required(two for server NICs & two for heartbeat connection), if any iscsi 
storage is required then extra two NICs needed. 
If the servers are physical we need to connect the heart beat networks through crossover cable. If the 
servers are virtual the heart beat networks must be in same VLAN. 
 
3)Five 5 IP address needed(two for server public n/w, two for private network & one for cluster virtual 
name), If iscsi storage presents then two extra iscsi IPs needed. 
 
4)Create the cluster service account in domain and it should be member of local administrator group. If 
the NTLMHash policy is enabled in domain, then password for service account must be above 15 
characters. Otherwise we can’t add 2nd node in cluster. Also it needs below rights on the server nodes. 
        Act as part of the operating system 
        Log on as a service 
        Replace a process-level token 
        Rights to join the computer in domain. 
 
5)Create a computer account in AD with cluster virtual name and assign the domain join rights for the 
computer account. 

 
 
6)Create the host(A) and associated PTR record for the Cluster virtual name in DNS and provide the 
rights as mentioned in below. 



 

 
 
7) Configure the below settings for both the cluster nodes. 
 
       Untick Register this connection’s addresses in DNS(Only for Private n/w) 



 
 
      Disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP(Only for Private n/w) 
 

 
 
 Configured as 100Mb/s Full Duplex (all other advanced NIC options should be disabled)(For both the 
networks) 
 
8) Configure binding order to be Team and then Private Cluster. 
 



 
 
9)One shared storage disk(Quorum disk) needed and it should be visible on both the nodes. Basically the 
drive letter used it for is Q: and minimum of 1GB required. 
 
10)Other shared storage disks should be formatted with MBR partition not GPT. Because GPT disks are 
not supported for clustering. 
 
11)If the cluster network named computer exists in AD, then we need to enable the Kerberos 
authentication. Otherwise the cluster network name won’t come online. 
 

 


